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I, Sam, and Science
An Exploration in Teaching
by
Thomas Latus

I f such a child f orgets his game, because he does
get i nvol ved i n s haping some i nanimate raw mater ial , in
s omething that 's just ther e to be explored, played with,
investigated, t r ied out, then he has had an experience
which is liberating, that can free him from the kind of
game - playing which he ' s got so expert at . He comes ,
after all, from a species that is called homo faber . If
he doesn ' t get free of manipulating persons somewhere in
his life , that life is going to be a sad one . In the
extreme case perhaps it will even be a psychotic one .
Children of this sort are a special case, but being
extreme , in a way they tell us a lot about what is
involved in the three cornered relationship of my title .
They seek to get and to keep, but cannot yet even begin
to give . For the verb to give has two objects and only
the indirect one is personal . The direct object must be
something treasured which is not I , and not Thou .
-- from David Hawkins , "I , Thou, and It ",
The In f ormed Vision (1 9?4)

Many teachers
retreat into a world
of rules and fixed
patterns . . . ''
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Teaching can be a frighten i ng busines s. Every
teacher has either heard stories of or experienced
students who try to man i pulate and control adults,
classrooms that fall apart into chaos, or whole schools
wi th climates of discord. Even in well ordered, pleasant
teaching situat i ons, teachers know the potential for
public fa i lure is always present . As a result, many
teachers retreat into a world of rules and fixed patterns
where fears are mitigated by total control. Yet the
sens i tive teacher knows that control, while assuring
safety , does not necessarily produce the desired end
product of teaching: learning. In the battle over
control, both student and teacher lose sight of the
subject matter at hand. If one party does capitulate to
the other, then the vanquished one expends so much energy
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on appeasing, or manipulating, the one in control that
there is no place for the pursuit of knowledge. Only by
taking the risk of sharing control can the teacher and
student start to do their work.

''Disturbed and
normal children are
alike in their needs
to explore . .. ''

Those who teach disturbed children, in particular,
must be willing to chance high risks. They realize
that the threat of violence and physical harm is often
not far away. It is no wonder that teachers of such
children often become obsessed with control and order.
By the same token, it is no wonder that so many of these
children hate school or resist all parts of school except
the rote, safely familiar tasks. Nonetheless, disturbed
and normal children are alike in their needs to explore,
their sense of curiosity, their interest in mastering
things of the world. By bravely putting fears aside,
joining a child in an investigation he controls, a
teacher can encourage learning, even with a very disturbed child. Witness the case of me, Sam and science.
Often when we went to the science room, Sam would
ask to shut the door or, sometimes, simply shut it
without asking. I always responded by insisting that
the door remain open. "But it's safer with the door shut.
No one can bother us and make something go wrong. We
might do something dangerous, you know," Sam would
explain breathlessly.
"But that's the point, Sam. If something does happen, like an explosion, then people will hear and rush
in to help. Besides, it would be nice if people were
interested in what we're doing. They can come in and
you can explain what's going on."
That was our ritualistic exchange. The argument
never went any farther because Sam was so eager to get
started on the procedure: dissection of a frog, changing
brine into fresh water, testing for nutrients with a
bunsen burner. On the surface our little discussion
about the door seemed innocuous, but underneath this
rational discourse lurked a less innocent, darker unspoken dialogue. Sam's sly grin and my racing heart let me
know more was going on than a consideration of an open
versus a closed door. I felt strongly the door had to
remain open.
When Sam and I first met, he was ten years old and
I was the new principal of Walker School, a private
school for boys with emotional problems. Sam had come
to us directly from a state hospital. He had spent six
of his ten years there and in other psychiatric institutions. Various psychiatrists had labeled him in various
ways, but all the diagnoses concurred that he was
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psychotic. Several other factors compromised Sam's
condition. He came from an insecure home which consisted
of himself, his mother, who was a mere fifteen years
older, and a baby brother who arrived a year after Sam
came to Walker. No father was on the scene and never had
been. Despite her willingness to care for her son, Sam's
mother often found herself unequal to the task.
On top of all this, Sam was dyslexic. His academic
levels i n all subjects were low, but his ability to use
phonic skills in reading were practically nonexistent.
Sam had good comprehension skills and liked to listen to
books read aloud but he could do little reading on his
own. To cover his embarrassment, Sam pretended not to
care and put up a solid wall of resistance to all
instruction. Andrea, his reading tutor, had seen some
difficult cases but Sam dumbfounded her.

''Violence and
restraint became a
kind of 'game for
Sam.
I
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Sam's long years in hospitals had taught him to be
a master manipulator. For example, there were times
when Sam engaged in violence--hitting people, throwing
objects, threatening to hurt himself with a knife--which
necessitated his being restrained by adults. Often his
caretakers at Walker felt that Sam tried to "stage" his
acting-out at times or places where the chances of
getting hurt during a restraint were greatest--as when
few or inexperienced adults were present--thus diverting
attention from Sam's violence to the threat of imparting
actual bodily damage through intervention. In this way
violence and restraint became a kind of "game" for Sam
where he presented tough dilemmas for workers. At times
his caretakers had to wonder: Where will more harm be
done, in restraining or not restraining this out-ofcontrol boy? During his first few days at Walker both
Sam and his workers sustained several minor injuries.
His mother, appalled, pulled Sam out for a week until
she called one night to urge us to come and pick Sam up,
explaining, "I just cannot take it any more." Of course
the fact that Walker does not use mechanical restraints
which involve tying a child down must have taken Sam,
and his mom, some getting used to.
Another aspect of Sam's behavior when he was acting
"crazy" which greatly disturbed staff members was his
penchant for removing his clothes. For example, on more
than one occasion he stripped off everything but his
shorts, threatened to assault a staff member and wound
up being restrained. In these situations Sam would add
to the tension by reciting a litany of sexual acts,
sometimes directed toward the staff member involved in
the restraint. It quickly became a rule that even in
hot weather Sam had to keep all his clothes on. Yet his
pattern of behavior seemed ingrained, somehow another
product of hospital life.
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In the next two years, however, Sam's trust in us slowly grew. One major
disclosure, which Sam shared with a few people at Walker in his second year there,
was the fact that while in the hospital a worker had sexually abused him over the
course of several years. With an honesty and courage few of us would have thought
possible when we first met him, Sam testified against his ex-worker who eventually
pleaded guilty. The sharing of this secret unlocked the mystery of much of Sam's
behavior. Yes, Sam was still psychotic, dyslexic, institutionalized and the
product of a home ill-equipped to cope with him, but he was a victim of exploitation too. It is no surprise then that Sam learned at such an early age to use
manipulation as a strategy to avoid unpleasantries and as a substitute for giveand-take relationships.
The more I learned about Sam the more I understood why he wanted the door
closed. I guessed he wanted to separate us from the rest of the world where we,
together, could work on his agenda. I guessed what that agenda might be: lead
Tom into an exclusive relationship under Sam's total domination. Then, in the
science room, behind closed doors, Sam could direct Tom, robot-like, to unlock
for him the powerful, thrilling secrets of science. With all this energy, Sam
could live out his fantasies, be an omnipotent god and redress the wrong done
him in his life.
Scary thought, eh? Considering Sam's frequent "crazy" talk, which often had
themes of sadism and danger, it is no wonder my colleagues looked at me strangely
when I told them Sam and I were dissecting frogs or using a torch in the science
room. Why was I doing these things with Sam? Was I sick too? My co-workers
asked me such questions with a mixture of skepticism and concern. However, I
found it easy to answer them, for my agenda was simple: Sam needs to learn.
Teaching had always been problematic with Sam since he saw no reason to learn
other than to please adults and that was insufficient reason for him. The problem
was even more complex because no teacher was willing to teach to his interests
which often led into scary territory. Thus teaching and learning would come to a
stand- off: Sam refused to give his teachers what they wanted and vice versa.
When we came to work together, however, we worked according to a compromise: I
would teach to Sam's interests, if he would put aside his attempts to manipulate
and dominate me. I knew that in his internal world Sam might not be able to
quash his thoughts, but I insisted that his surface behavior, at least, be circumspect.
Actually our science contract began not in Sam's science class but in his
reading tutorial. After a month of totally unproductive reading classes early in
Sam's stay at Walker, Andrea and Sam came to me in mutual exasperation. To break
the impasse, we struck a bargain. If Sam would work hard with Andrea, he could
use the science room with me in whatever way he wanted provided he met three
simple criteria: each project had to be "scientific," his behavior in the science
room had to be "safe" and he could never use his experiences in science in any way
to "gross out" other people.
When I look back on this deal, I realize how much both of us were risking
to make this arrangement work. Sam promised to put aside his repertoire of
"crazy behavior" by which he was accustomed to express himself. He also had to
begin trying to read, a task which I believed would someday become rewarding in
and of itself but right then was sheer tedium for Sam. Above all Sam had to take
the risk of showing some respect for me and everyone else he encountered in his
science work.
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For my part, I had to put aside my fear of being used. I had to give up the
idea of total control and go with Sam's wishes. It was a brave act for me. What
if our work backfired and Sam began to act more sadistically or talk about me and
our work in wildly sexual or explosive terms? I risked Sam's becoming crazier as
well as humiliation before my colleagues.
What was the reward, the pay-off which we risked so much to obtain? Learning science, pure and simple. Our only agreement, no questions asked, was that
we would investigate freely, but in a focused way, the facts of nature. No doubt
other hidden agenda lay in the back of both our minds, but on the primacy of
science exploration we both agreed.
If my interest in science had not been genuine I would never have taken this
risk. But I love science, not as one versed in the formalities of the subject,
but as a discoverer. My interest germinated when I found myself in my first
teaching job instructing middle school students in rural New Hampshire in ESS and
biology. Ill-prepared for such a position, I had to learn on the job. Since my
poor school lacked expensive equipment like microscopes, I used what was freely
available to us: mosses, ferns, trees, the topography of the White Mountains,
plus the batteries and bulbs, magnets, medicine cups and droppers in the ESS kits.
To my amazement I found that science could be fun, that it required little specialized materials or knowledge and that students loved it. I carried this
understanding with me to Walker where, because we had more time and money and
administrative support, I was able to try out other science experiences: looking
at pond water under magnification, testing for chemicals with a flame and dissections, the most popular science experience at Walker.
My own interest in dissecting goes back to sixth grade when Mr. Kraft, my
favorite teacher in elementary school, dissected a frog for us. Of course I felt
sorry for the frog but how could I, a beef-eater, be sincerely overwhelmed with
sorrow? I remember the careful way Mr. Kraft pinned down the frog and slit open
the abdomen to expose its whole inside world. Science was a religion, the
dissection a rite, and the frog the sacrificial offering. That was the aura of
Mr. Kraft's lesson.
Even now I have the same sensation when the skin is pulled back from the
cavity and the insides come into view: yes, there is something there! Another
realm of bright colors, interconnected in function and form, the same but different from frog to frog. In the sixth grade we had seen a life-sized model of
the human torso and when the organs came out I felt that for the first time I
really knew what was inside me. But when we saw the frog's inner workings then
that model became ever so more real, not a fiction like the plastic organs of the
torso or like Dick and Jane and other "things" school taught us. If these organs
exist in a frog and I can see and feel them, then the lecture and the model are
right: I must have an inside world.
When Sam asked to dissect a frog as his first science project, I agreed
readily for I believed in the power of that experience. He did his work in
reading; Andrea was ecstatic. We dissected the frog. There were no "weird"
comments, no suicidal or aggressive gestures with the scalpel, no off-key sexual
references, no silly laughter, no smearing the guts about with his hand or any
other of my nightmares of what might go wrong. Having Andrea join us for this
first dissection helped both Sam and me. Her presence diluted the intensity and
intimacy, and she took notes to use with Sam later. Sam asked many questions,
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good questions about the size and location of the brain, what was in the stomach
and how the gall bladder worked. A good teacher could not have created better
questions to put to a student.
Sam talked to many people at Walker about his dissection and no one complained about "inappropriate comments." I knew some of my colleagues were skeptical about our work but nobody could indicate that it was causing troubles. In
fact Sam was doing better in school. What impressed me the most was that even in
times of stress when Sam went off on psychotic reveries, screaming angry incoherent insults at people, or talking with a silly smile to himself, he never broke
his contract. In fact his dedication to our agreements became a major point of
pride for Sam. Once when using the bunsen burner, I reached over the flame, high
enough not to be dangerous but in direct violation of a safety rule I had just
put forth. Sam chastised me severely for this breach. His own work around the
flame was always marked by a concern for safe procedures. Even now, two years
later, Sam loves to tell others how much safer he is than I in the science room.
And, of course, he's right.
The more we shared science experiences together the clearer it became to me
that I really could trust Sam. Not only did he keep his promises, but he learned
both procedures and information. Each time we worked together, I quizzed him on
previous work and he always remembered. Yet the intensity of Sam's feeling about
our work--and the intimacy it produced--began to make me feel that our science
time together was claustrophobic. I wondered if Sam did not believe that the
phenomena we experienced were facts from the world of nature, that they existed
outside the confines of ourselves, the science room and Walker School. That is
why the ritual of the open/shut door bothered me. It wasn't enough for Sam to
tolerate the open door. I wanted him to seek an open door as something better.
As so often happens this change happened by its own accord not through any
plan of mine. One day, in the middle of the front lobby, Sam begged me to let
him use the science room during his psychotherapy session. Being the master of
manipulation, he made his request in public, when I was busy, with Lisa, his
therapist, at his side; he asked the question over and over. There was no way
Lisa or I could ignore him. He put us on the spot. The three of us negotiated
a simple deal: Sam could repeat a project we had done together as long as Lisa
felt safe and he explained every step of what he was doing. Once Lisa felt the
least bit nervous, Sam had to stop and that would end his possible use of the
science room during meeting time. Sam agreed readily. Lisa, with a little gulp,
agreed to give it a try.
Lisa returned with a glowing report. Not only had Sam been entirely safe,
"More safe than you, he said", but he had made the whole procedure, which
involved a flame, evaporation and condensation, explicable to her, a non-scientist.
Lisa and Sam continued to use the science room without incident. By proving himself with Lisa, he more than doubled his time in the science room.
On another occasion Sam and I made a still using a piece of long plastic
tubing as a retort for condensation. On a whim, we unrolled this tube out of the
science room into the multi-purpose room next door. Naturally passing boys
stopped to inquire what we were doing. I had Sam explain, invite them in and
show them the whole apparatus. A couple boys joined us for a few minutes and
took delight in following drops of condensation roll down the ten feet of tubing
into the collection pan. As Sam orchestrated the event, I could see him swell
with pride. From then on there were no more requests for a closed door.
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Since then we have moved our science work out of the science room and done
projects in a residence kitchen, my office, the front lobby, outdoors, and in
Sam's classroom. Sam has repeated science experiments with people other than
Andrea, Lisa or me and has even done demonstrations in front of his class and on
videotape. Since seeing sand sharks at Martha's Vineyard, Sam has been fascinated with sharks. Now, as I write, Sam is getting ready to leave Walker for
another school and he and Ken, his ex-teacher, plan to dissect a dogfish as a
farewell activity.
Science has become the fulcrum of our relationship. When Sam is out of
control and I intervene he sometimes accuses me of using science as a "bribe."
"That's all you can do is bribe me!" I don't disagree. "If a bribe will work
in helping you pull yourself together, then I will bribe you!" I retort. Of
course I can say this because we both know that in the final analysis Science can
never be a bribe. Science is science, the complex mysteries of the natural world.
How we use science is one matter, but what science is is another matter entirely.
I am sure that many of my colleagues would say that the salient feature of
my work with Sam has been relationship building. Their claim might be that if
anything of value has come out of our work it has been Sam's ability to form a
trusting relationship with an adult which is not manipulative, seductive nor
symbiotic. For co-workers who have used my help in calming one of Sam's explosions, that relationship is the only thing that can matter. I cannot deny or
denigrate the fact that our shared time has produced a relationship of mutual
respect that is important to both of us and the whole Walker community. Yet to
my mind the real accomplishment is that Sam has learned because he wanted to learn
and his knowledge is deep inside him and connected to the real world. He started
at his own point of interest and learned through exploration. He learned that his
interests are real ones about the real world of which he is a part. Our relationship is a by-product of Sam's achievements; to give it primacy would be a sentimental sham.
No special student-teacher relationship is more famous than that of Helen
Keller and Annie Sullivan. In history they have become famous as a pair, the
paragon for aspiring teachers of the handicapped. Indeed, part of the Keller/
Sullivan myth is the total harmony of their life together once Helen was "fixed."
Yet, as William Gibson has dramatized in Monday After the Miracle (much less
popular than his other Keller drama, The Miracle Worker), beneath a placid public
exterior lay a tortured relationship. Whatever the "truth" of this pair's ultimate feelings for one another, what any teacher will always find truly astounding
in the Helen Keller story is not the student-teacher relationship per se,
remarkable as it might have been, but what that relationship accomplished. Indeed
the most powerful moment of Helen's life which became the dramatic climax of The
Miracle Worker was the point at which "the mystery of language was revealed" to
Helen through a sudden association of water with its spelling. As Helen wrote in
her autobiography, "I learned a great many new words that day . . . words that
made the world blossom for me, 'like Aaron's rod, with a flower.' It would have
been more difficult to find a happier child than I as I lay in my crib • • . and
for the first time I longed for a new day to come." It is significant that in
this crucial moment Miss Sullivan is not mentioned. The response is not to the
teacher but to the event and beyond that to what the event produced: language.
Helen goes to bed, truly happy for the first time in her life, not because she
and her teacher had a breakthrough in their relationship, but because she had had
a breakthrough in her relationship with the world.
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Sometimes the realization of the secondary nature of the child-teacher
relationship in the context of the child-nature relationship can be painful for
the teacher. Ten years ago, a psychotherapist visited Walker to show footage of
a film made of her work with an autistic girl at Bruno Bettelheim's Orthogenic
School. The therapist and student worked together for over four years, during
which time they saw each other almost constantly. In one segment of the film we
saw the student draw her first circle, something the pair had been working on for
months. Karen, the therapist, explained, "I wanted to lean over and hug her or
at least tell her how wonderful the circle was. But if I did that she would have
retreated and maybe never have made a circle again." Karen's agony was not evident in the film, but in talking about this event nearly twenty years later the
sense of disappointment and frustration came through to us. Yet that is what a
good teacher does (especially when being filmed!): respects the primacy of the
It in the relationship. Even in the pointedly "therapeutic" relationship of a
teacher and autistic child where the goal is expressly to develop a sense of
trust, the teacher's only path to I-Thou is through I-Thou-It.
Neither I nor any other teacher need read the works of educational philosophers to realize that the job of the teacher is not to be friends, establish
rapport or even develop respect, but to teach the child some thing. Throughout
history teachers have taken risks, made hard decisions, persevered in their
quests to bring children to the world. Yet David Hawkin's explication of this
phenomenon is a comfort for it articulates clearly the teacher's "common sense"
which at times seems far removed from ordinary common sense and is difficult at
times for the non-teaching world to understand, as witness the Keller family's
initial reaction to Miss Sullivan or my colleagues' raised eyebrows when I first
worked with Sam. Moreover, by making sense of the role of It in teaching and
learning, Hawkins justifies the taking of risks. The belief that the appeal of
knowledge, in and of itself, can compel a student to learn, empowers the teacher
to try the untried, to trust that the student will trust her/him to make things
work.
In September, Sam brought in a bag full of large periwinkle shells he had
collected on the shore. He asked me to keep them safe until we could work with
them somehow during science time. At this time Sam was in a sad state. Since he
was getting ready to leave Walker, he had become jumpy and unfocused. He
regressed to earlier crazy behavior. Andrea, Ken and I volunteered to spend
extra time with him, one-to-one, to help ease this crisis. Of course given all
this special time, Sam opted to work on science projects.
One morning Sam came to school in an agitated state. He was so unfocused I
could do nothing complex with him. I gave him his shells and said, "Let's put
these in order." So, very simply, Sam arranged them from largest to smallest in
a set of three rows on a plain white paper. The result was a beautiful design of
orderliness, of sameness and difference, of natural objects transformed into art
by one simple rule. Always the scientist, Sam compared each shell carefully to
its neighbor to make sure it was indeed larger or smaller. The progression had
to be right.
Since my office was in use, Sam worked on this project at a desk in the
school lobby. People passing by asked Sam what he was doing. They were
impressed, I am sure, by his calm demeanor, by the fact that he was using shells
he collected and saved. They discussed the ordering process with Sam and gave
him their opinions about the relative size of shells. When all was ordered and
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in place, Sam glued the shells down and at the bottom wrote "To Tom from Sam."
This was the first time Sam had ever given me anything .
The three lines of periwinkle shells sit on my desk now. Visitors comment
on "how wonderful" the piece of work is. I never know whether they are referring
to the shells or to the inscription. I myself cannot say which aspect satisfies
me more. Yet here lies the I, Thou and It in perfect symmetry.
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